4. FANTASIES

(EVE, CAPTAIN, SIREN)

\[ \text{\textbf{EVE:}} \text{"Memories of Tomorrow, book, music and lyrics by Evelyn Kay."} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{SAFETY}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Piano}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{EVE:}} \text{I remember restless nights Drifting to an unwalked stage} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Pno.}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{EVE:}} \text{Every day a holy rite watching that unmarked page} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{Pno.}} \]

\[ \text{\textbf{EM7}} \]
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As the time passed slowly by, music dawnd on my horizon.

Precious marble to my eye, a masterpiece of sonic sun.

Prelude for a story about true love.
13

Pno.
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me. I be-gan writ-ing with a fer-vor
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And with a ti-ble I would pre-serve her on stage and re-al-i-ty

Pno.
and fantasy

fantasy made music

She was a captain and a pirate of the

C\sus4/F\# F\# F\#add9(b5) F(b5) F\#
Requiem

The fiercest

ship on the seas unriaved by any thing in this realm

sailed to ev'ry corner of the
blue expanse
My

ship wrecked from the call of a dulcet tone
The

cold grasp of darkness froze me to the

D/C Dsus4/C D/B Dsus4/B D/G Dsus4/G Cadd9 Am
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As I

sank to my doom a supple hand took mine

and pulled me from the brine
then I found beauty in my Siren's eyes

Ah
Cap - tain and Si - ren would take me far____ to
SIREN/
CAPTAIN:

New York to Broad - way make me a_____ star they were
New York to Broad - way make me a_____ star_____
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my dreams and my fantasies
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fan\-ta\-si\-es
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fan - ta - si - es

My life would

fan - ta
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soar

fan
ta
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She'd

love

me
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